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ABSTRACT

The objectives of this project were: (a) to make quantitative collections of fallout in
order to determine mass per unit area, ionization decay rate and gumma ray spectra,
size-activity distribution, size distribution versus time of deposit: to perform limited
leaching studies; to assess the relative amounts of short-lived induced products in the
fallout; and to provide Project 2.10 (Physicochemical and Radiochemical Analysis) with
gross and size-meparated fallout samples for further physical, chemical, and radiochemi-
cal analyses. (b) To measure, during fallout, the deposition dynamics of arrival time,
mass deposition rate, and time of cessation. (c) To determine ths size distribution and
concentration of airborne fallout debris as a function of time after burst, and to measure
the amount and size distribution of that fraction penetrating test ventilation intake conflg-
uraions. (d) To estimate visibility, near ground level, in the dust cloud produced by
blast and shock.

To satisfy these objectives 6 manned fallout stations and 73 other collection stations
were established in Frenchman Flat; 24 stations were installed in the Indian Springs
Valley (18 miles east of ground zero) and 247 points were instrumented for fallout col-
lection by mobile field teams directed across the predicted path of the fallout by radio "
and telephone. Most of the closer stations were instrumented with gamma intensity
versus time recorders fielded by Project 2.11. Complete analytical facilities for gross
fallout analysis were set up at the Nevada Test Site (NTS).

The fallout was well-placed through the close-in array, with 3 out of 6 manned sta-
tions receiving significant amounts; of the other 73 Frenchman Flat stations, 40 were
within the 10 mr/hr at 1-hour line, and in Indian Springs Valley, measureable amounts
of fallout were deposited at 15 of the 24 stations. Of the 247 off-site stations established,
97 were contaminated with fallout debris.

The quality and kinds of measurements made on this operation were considerably Im-
proved over previous weapon test field work as a result of the experience gained by
project personnel over the years prior to the moratorium. Sufficient data were obtained
to satisfy most of the project objectives.

Crater dimensions were determined by aerial photography. The crater was merely a
shallow Irregular indentation in the playa with no characteristic lip. It is evident that the
term surface burst only loosely describes this event.

The particle size and gamma activity distribution data reported have not been exam-
Ined and Interpreted. It appears, however, that active fallout particles were formed
which were larger than the native soil particles origiNally present in the vicinity of ground
zero. In this respect, the close-In Small Boy fallout superficially resembled that from
Operation Jangle S shot more than Frenchman Flat soil.

Na24 was the only induced gamma activity noticeable in the measurements of this proj-
ect. There appeared to be little relative fractionation of gamma-emitting nuclides from
station to station, because the decay curves were very much alike. The slopes of the
field decay curves measured with the NRDL Project 2.11 gamma intensity-time recorders
also showed little spread, averaging about t- .

Measurements made on fallout samples exposed o air showed a continuing loss of
iodine over a period of 12 days following the burst. The fraction of actR itv assoL.,1d



Planning estimates of fallout mass per unit area, particle

size range at a given location, and 1-hour gamma ionization

rates along the dovnvind axis of the pattern were baaed on a

pre-publication version of a simplified fallout model described

in Reference 6. The NRL D Fallout Model (Reference 7) was

used with an actual acceptable ITS wind structure to yield

standard intensities (r/hr at 1 hour for the complete deposit,

measured 3 feet above the ground) at each of the station loca-

tions. These typical values In turn became the controlling

factors in planning shelter withdrawal and saxple recovery

times and routes. A maxiazm allowable dose of 3.0 r for the

operation was assuse.

It was recognized that the predictions of both models

mentioned were based on particle size-activity distributions

associated with Jangle S-like soils. In contrast, however,

the Freacbman Flat ground zero soil, to a depth of at least

30 feet in the vicinity of zero, contained virtually no parti-

cles .1150 microns in diameter; therefore, any large particles

found in the fallout would have to have been formed by aggre-

gation, sintering of small pa:icles, or freezing of drops

derived from molten soil. Whether the Small Boy fallout parti-

cle size distributions would resemble those of Jangle S or

the fine material of the shot environment was a point of major

uncertainty-.
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Since the molten volume =st be small compared to the .1

total crater volume, it appeared that a sizeable fraction of

the total activity would condense on the large available sur-

face Presented by the physically unaltered fine particles. In .

this event, the fallout woulId extend many miles downwind in

lage aoutsthan estimated) and the close-in fallout would

be correspondingly depleted. Yor recovery planning then, a -

t- 4 .

model pattern such as shown in Figure 2.1 resulted in conserva-

tive dose estimates.

2.2 STUMENTATION

2.2.1 Collector Rational, Many of the project objec-

tives could not have been met inless the samples collected were

representative, in the manner desired, of the deposit at the

location at which they were collected. Three approaches in

collector design were used here:

1. The granular collector, for which the geometry (essen- "-

tially flush with the ground) and collecting surface character-

istics simulated natural terrain. Another example of this type

was the buried collector, filled vith soil and buried flush

•ith the ground surface, so that the collecting aroa was Jndis-

tiWngishable from the surrounding terrain. This t p of col-

lector partakes in any redistribution of material, due to wind

and weatiher, that ma., take ;lace .fter falIout depositicn;
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3.1 SHOT CONDITIONS AND MEOROLOGY

3.1.1 Device Information. The Small Boy shot was
fired 14 July 1962 at 1130:123 PT in Frenchman Flat, NTS, IA

at Nevada State Coordinates 1747, 907.43, B'717, 118.39, -

ground elevation 3,078 feet above MSL. Thq

employed for this event was mounted on a wooden tower

with the device center of gravity 10 feet above the surface of

the ground. The yield was These data, atmos-

pheric conditions, and some burst height scaling factors

may be found in Reference 19.
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p~J

bare collectorsand the greasedcollectors at each station.

It is seen that in all cases except at Stations 101, 200, and

303, the mean value for the greased collector was comparable

to the bare collectors. Generally however) the mean gaa",

activity value for the greased collectors was slightly higher.

3.7.2 Radioiodine Study. Iodine loss by air exposure

is reported in Table 3.20. The progressive decrease in the

observed iodine/total fraction with time indicates a loss of

iodine during the period of air exposure.

Reference 20 shows that at 13 days the radioisotopes of

iodine contribute 20.3 percent of the gamma radiation (by 4Y ionization

chamber) from normal U35 thermal fission products. Dividing

the observed iodine/total fractions by the expected fraction '

yields the percentage of the theoretical iodine actually

recovered. The most apparent reason for the low initial per-

centage was the inability of the analytical procedure to remove

iodine which might have been trapped within insoluble particles.

In addition, the iodine may have been depleted from the outset

due to fractionation during the fallout formation process.

It is emphasized that these results were obtained by an

analytical procedure which was developed in the field. Although

duplicates were consistent, the iodine recovery is not known

for this method, noy- was the purity of the iodine product, since

no spectra or decays were obtained; however, spectra from a Project

Sedan znple which was processed in a similar manner showed a

ver- h-,sh radioiodine purity.
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Figure 3.7 TiB decay of SD and plutonium fission product samples.
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